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If you use many Google services that are not tied to communication like Play Music, for example, reader Cass Lopez has the trick to keeping that information separate from your main Google account (not to mention sharing your Music account with others). Check out her full post from Hackerspace below. If you have an Android device
(and iOS or WP8, but this is most noticeable with Android because of ... Read more Gmail is one of the best email customers with 32% market share as of July 2020 (according to Litmus) and over 1.5 billion active users. With so many Gmailers, we're sure many of you are trying to take advantage of all the service features. One is the
ability to recall email in Gmail.The ability to recall or non-end email in Gmail is great and was introduced a couple of years ago. It turned out to be the life saviour for those times the bug slips or when you regret sending an unpleasant letter. Whatever the reasons behind it, today we will teach you all how to remember a letter in Gmail. Let's
dig into the details. Also: How do you create a Gmail accountWhat does an email recall on Gmail really mean? First things. The truth is you can't really remember the email in Gmail after it was poured. Google only allows you to unsubscribe from email, but nothing can be done for real after the delivery has been completed. Also, email
failure in Gmail is only possible for a short period of time, so this isn't a real tip, as you might do in Outlook. With Outlook, you can remember or change your email even after it's been sent. The closest thing to a true email review in Gmail is the removal of access to confidential email. Using a confidential mode gives you the ability to set
expiration dates and passwords for email. It also allows you to delete access early, which is essentially how to remember by email. The only caveat is that you should send the email as a confidential letter from the very morning. Here's how to do it. How to send a confidential email: Go to Gmail and compile an email. Look at the bottom
right of the window and press the confidential mode button, which looks like a lock with a timer. Set expiration dates and passwords. Hit Save.To delete access to confidential email, go to Gmail and find email in the Sent section. Open your email and select Delete Access. How do I remember a letter in Gmail? Go to Gmail and make up an
email. Hit Send.Here's where you get your first chance to remember by email in Gmail. When you send a message, you notification at the bottom of the screen that says Dispatch.... In the far right, you can choose the Cancellation button. If you miss this chance, Gmail will send you a second notification to which sent sent, with the Undo
button on the right. Hit Cancel Recall Email in Gmail.Next: Common Gmail Problems and How to Fix ThemIt Will Be More Time to Undo EmailsThe Opportunity Opportunity Gmail's email comes with every account from 2018, but it has its limitations, as mentioned earlier. Most importantly, it is a time-sensitive feature that only works for a
short period of time. If you don't remember the email in Gmail within seconds of regret the email will be delivered. Google knows this can be a problem and has given you the opportunity to extend the time you get to cancel your email. Here's how you can give yourself more opportunities to make sure that sent emails are good to go. Go to
Gmail.Click on the Settings gear icon in the top right corner. Select Settings.Under the general tab find the Undo Send section. Hit the drop down menu next to it and select the cancellation period of sending preferences. The limit is 30 seconds. Need more tips to make better use of Gmail? We have more content for you! Transfer emails
from Gmail to GmailSet before setting up Gmail with the Windows Mail appAs to delete your GmailGged account: GoogleGoogle GmailGmail Android gives you several options for transferring contacts to a new device. By default, everything should be synchronized when you set up a new device, but even if the synchronization is off, it's
easy to move your contacts. The simplest way: Sync with your Google account Almost all Android devices sold outside of China come with Google services, including the ability to synchronize contacts between devices. This should be enabled by default when you sign up for a Google account, but here's how to make sure. We're writing
this guide using the Pixel 2 XL running Android 9.0, but it should look similar on other Android devices. We also use promotions of Google Contacts apps that you can download from the Play Store. These steps may not be the same in other Contact apps, so if you're having problems, we recommend using Google Contacts. Start by
opening the Settings app and clicking accounts. Click on your Google account. Click account Sync. Make sure the Contacts switch is on. It should be on for your contacts to sync. That's it! Existing contacts are synced to your Google account, and they'll be there on any new Android phone you're in. Manual way: Back up and restore
contact files If your phone doesn't offer Google services, or if you just want to copy things over yourself, you can back up the .vcf file that has all your contacts inside. Start by opening the Contacts app and then select the menu icon at the top left. Again, we use the Google Contacts app here. Click settings on the menu. Click on the Export
option on the settings screen. Allow on-demand permission. This will give the Contacts app access to photos, media and files on your Android device. Click Save in the lower right right. You can move the .vcf file to your new phone by copying it to a USB drive, USB drive, on a PC or in your favorite cloud service. When you overwork the
file on your new phone, open the Contacts app again. Click on the menu icon in the top left version. Click settings on the menu. Click Imports on the Settings screen. Select .vcf file in the window that pops up. Browse the .vcf file from your previous phone and open it. Your contacts will import on your new phone and you can start calling
and messaging your favorite people. It is important to create a strong password for Google accounts that is safe and easy to remember. You should also know how to change your Gmail password to Android and iPhone in case someone gets access to your account. Take the following steps to change your Gmail password on your
Android smartphone or tablet: click on the burger menu (three horizontal lines) in the top left corner of the Gmail app. Click Settings in the drop-off menu. Tap your Gmail address on the settings screen. Click on Google Account Management. Click on your Google account. Click the password. Enter the current Gmail password and then
click Next. Enter the desired new password in the new password box and again in the box to confirm the new password. Click Password Change to complete the process. Your Gmail password and Google password are the same. You can use the same password for Gmail, YouTube and Google Drive. Take the next steps to change your
Gmail password on your iPhone and other iOS devices. Open the Gmail app and log in. Click on the burger menu (three horizontal lines) in the top left corner. When the menu appears, scroll down and click Settings. Click on the Google email address at the top of the Settings screen. In the Account section, select Google Account
Management. Click Security on your Google account screen. You may have to swipe across the top of the screen to find the security headline. Click the Password when you sign up with Google. Enter the current Gmail password and then click Next. Enter the desired new password in the new password box and again in the box to confirm
the new password. Click Password Change to complete the process. You'll see a confirmation screen that says your password has changed. I have a Sony Ericsson Xperia arc that currently runs Android 2.3.4 I keep all my phone contacts on Google.com/contacts rather than on the phone. On my Google contacts, my contacts are either in
2 groups. 1) Phone contacts 2) Old Contacts My phone Contacts people I currently send messages to, and old contacts are the people I probably don't need to call or text anymore - think of it as an archive. So on my phone, I have a filter on my contacts only to show contacts in phone contacts - so if calling me from my old contacts, my
phone will still display there details. This works very well, but there is only one problem. When I add a new contact, I can't how to assign a new contact to one of these groups. So when I add a new contact, the information doesn't show up there. I have to turn off the filter - to show all the other contacts to get the information. Only when I get
access to the computer can I go to Google.com/contacts to add contact to the group so I can turn the filter back on. So, does anyone know how to add a new contact to a group on an Android phone when contacts are managed on Google.com/contacts and in groups? Thank you Jack Where is the resolution because I want to know what I
have to do to fix this problem. (Pocket-lint) - The world of Android phones is very different from the world of Apple phones. Apple aims to give you the same experience on its devices while Android embraces diversity, with phones from different manufacturers having very different personalities - and different features. This means that
personal brand preferences play a big role, in addition to the basic Android experience. Pricing is extremely competitive, presenting you with many options. Here's our run down of the very best Android phones you can buy and the reasons why they deserve your attention. Our selection of all the best smartphones including the
ApplePocket-lintOnePlus 8 Prosquirrel_widget_233185The OnePlus 8 Pro is undoubtedly the company's most complete smartphone to date and one of the best Android phones out there. It has a large and shiny display, a durable and fast-charging battery, IP68 waterproofing, an excellent main and wide-angle camera on the back, and
software that is fluid and lightweight. There are a few things that stop this device from being perfect - the color filter camera seems like it's only there to claim a quad core, the telephoto camera isn't a class of presenters either and not everyone will see the benefit of a 120Hz screen. Overall though, the OnePlus 8 Pro provides a true
flagship experience that offers everything you could want, and it's still cheaper than its eminent competition. Review OnePlus 8 Pro: Pursuing perfectionPocket-lintSamsung Galaxy S20-squirrel_widget_184580The Samsung Galaxy S Series has long been the flagship series to beat the android world. And with Samsung still commanding a
significant portion of the market, it's one that's easier to recommend buying in 2020. With a big name comes a great experience. The amazing display at the front dominates the available space, with the camera's hole kick being just a minor distraction from the otherwise glorious display. Inside, you get all the power you could wish for, and
the performance to match. It's fast, fluid, goes all day and has one of the most versatile cameras available on any smartphone. Samsung Galaxy S20 review: a selection bunch? Pocket-lintGoogle Pixel 4asquirrel_widget_317382It may not sport flagship processor under but the opportunity to get almost complete Pixel experience at a
fraction of the cost of the full Pixel Pixel it's fantastic. This phone is all about lowering the price barrier, allowing you to get to this excellent Pixel camera without the need for a hefty wad of cash. It runs the same clean, extended version of Android as the pixel 4 family, and there are some AI smarts used to ensure that the software and
animation all runs as smoothly as you would expect from a more powerful phone. Google Pixel 4a review: Small but mightyPocket-lintOnePlus Nordsquirrel_widget_305633After years of climbing the price ladder with its standard and pro model phones of all sports flagship qualcomm processors, OnePlus Nord is the first device from a
company that doesn't. Instead, Nord joins a flurry of mid-range phones with a Snapdragon 765 chipset under the hood, and it offers a highly competitive experience for its price tag. It's got 5G, lots of storage, a big and fast display, fast charging, and a software experience that's fluid and clean. Its main camera is good, too, even if others
are just a distraction. As affordable phones go, Nord is easily one of the best phones in its price range. OnePlus Nord review: Who needs an expensive flagship anyway? Pocket-lintMotorola Moto G8 Powersquirrel_widget_184710The Moto G Power or G8 Power in the UK may not be the most ostentatious, all singing all phone dancing on
the list, but for the money, it shows that the Moto G brand is still the king of budget smartphones. It sits right on the budget phone, has a large screen, expandable storage, clean and liquid software and enough energy to make it usable on a daily basis. It has a slightly weak camera, slow Wi-Fi and lack of NFC, but battery life is absolutely
phenomenal for a smartphone and improves the Moto G7 in most departments - screen, design, storage. If you're shopping on a budget: The Moto G8 Power is the class of leading available phone. Moto G8 Power review: The big battery bossPocket-lintHuawei P30 Prosquirrel_widget_147530It with some caution that we recommend the
Huawei P30 Pro. Undoubtedly, Huawei has released a star smartphone. It has tremendous power, amazing battery life and even compared to new launches, a camera system that is class leading. But there is no escape from the fact that Huawei still faces some uncertainty. Although the P30 Pro has Android 10, there are doubts about
what might happen in the future, so consider yourself warned. Huawei P30 Pro review: The quad-core camera crushes competitorsPocket-lintOppo Find X2 Prosquirrel_widget_192445Oppo which has quickly adapted to the Western market. He quickly adapted his software to more closely match what the European market prefers with the
Android phone, and now, ColorOS's user interface is much better than the mess it once was. The Oppo Find X2 Pro has a stunning 120Hz OLED screen that delivers resolution, color and speed upgrades, while powerful hardware and solid battery innings will take a large part You throw at him. The versatile triple camera system is
impressive too, even if the night mode can't beat the competition. With the presence of Huawei looking more dubious in Europe, it seems Oppo has come out fighting to take this place in the flagship phone space. The problem with the X2 Pro? That the OnePlus 8 Pro exists for less money. Oppo Find X2 Pro review: Brilliant starPocket-
lintXiaomi Mi 9T Prosquirrel_widget_168098When it comes to Android phones offering good value for money, Xiaomi is a rising star. The Mi 9 was a cracking phone, but the Mi 9T Pro - despite the confusing name - is moving on and also being cheaper. If the money is tough, then it's impossible to ignore, giving you flagship power, decent
battery and cameras that stand against competitors. The display is great and there is no real sign that it is a cheaper phone. MIUI software is not the best, however. Xiaomi Mi 9T Pro review: The incredible value of thePocket-lintXia Redmi Note 9squirrel_widget_261834The The Xiaomi Redmi Note 9 offers a lot for your money, with
impressive hardware, design and power that leaves many competitors in the dust. The camera system is perhaps a bit oversold, the speaker does not provide the best sound quality and the software brings a lot of bloat. The Redmi Note 9 offers a premium design though, along with a longer battery life, plenty of energy and excellent value
for money. Redmi Note 9 review: The new available champion? Pocket-lintSamsung Galaxy Note 10 squirrel_widget_328377The Galaxy Note has always been about one thing: S Pen. While the S Pen gets a few updates, the real update for the Note 10 family is creating two sizes that continues with the latest Note 20 range. The Note 10
is not much different from the older S10, except for the S Pen and 5G, and it has been replaced by the Note 20 Ultra, but it is still capable in every sense. It's a lovely phone with lots of power, a great display and that's the S Pen.Samsung Galaxy Note 10 review: S Pen rules wayPocket-lintXiaomi Mi 10 Litesquirrel_widget_281310As the
market hot up to deliver more affordable 5G phones, Xiaomi's Mi 10 Lite offer is a high scale. There's a large OLED display, the main camera is very capable, there's a decent battery life and there's a fingerprint scanner underneath the display. You'll miss out on the microSD extension, the software is a bit bloated and the cutout looks a bit
dated, but this phone provides a class-leading spec for its price and everything runs smoothly. Ignore the name for a moment and focus on what matters: Mi 10 Lite provides a class of leading specs in a totally tempting package. Xiaomi Mi 10 Lite review: 5G heavyweight Writing by Chris Hall. Hall. how to restore my contacts from gmail to
android phone. how do i restore my contacts from gmail to my android phone
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